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 UNEP report Global Resources Outlook March 
2019

 Since 1970 – global population has doubled, the 
extraction of materials has tripled

 Extraction and processing of natural resources 
accounts for more than 90% of our biodiversity loss 
and water stress & approximately 50% of GHG 
emissions

 UK perspective: 

 Decline in consumption (linked to increased 
imports). Only 20% of resources are from 
secondary sources in UK

 Net importer e.g. Construction products/materials 
imports more than double the value of exports, 
resulting in a trade deficit of £9 billion

Global resources



Construction, demolition and excavation 

waste



Circular economy 

https://root-sustainability.com/knowledgehub-circular-economy/



Embodied carbon and circularity



Clients requirements/guidance



Pre-demolition and refurbishment audits

 Code of Practice 

 BREEAM and Ska credit

 GLA requirement (demolition)

 Post activity -evaluation of performance

 Closer link to design of new/replacement – what can be retained/reused

 Design for Disassembly/ Adaptability to facilitate future recovery (learn from 
PDAs today)

 BIM, asset management and material passports to track assets and cascade 
warranties/ reduced risk 



Glass 

Facts

• 215,000 tonnes estimated to arise by 2025; from window replacement, façade and 

partitions

• Reduction in embodied carbon for new glass production when using recycled glass 

cullet (30% CO2 reduction)

• Can be up to 35% recycled content but from pre-consumer sources

Reuse

• Little reuse of glass (recent example of take back of partitions)

• Handling requirements and storage

• Issue with older glass and thermal performance  

Recycling

• Most crushed and used in aggregate

• Needs to be kept clean from contamination

• Manufacturers want flat glass back 

• Some can be used in insulation 



1. Circl, Amsterdam –
reused Philips façade 
for internal meeting 
room

2. CIE Architekten – use of 
old train windows as 
bicycle parking facility in 
Endhoven

Glass - examples 

1

2



Timber 
Facts

• Just over 4 million tonnes of wood waste was collected in 2020.

• 65% (2.6 million tonnes) of this went to large-scale biomass plants and around 26% went to 

panel board manufacture (around 1 million tonnes)

• The recycled content as a proportion of the total wood content for board is on average 

approximately 70%. This will be a mixture of post and pre-consumer 

• Not much is landfilled

Reuse

• Limited to architectural timber and items with reclamation value e.g. floorboards

• Some reuse via Community Wood Recycling

• Recycling dominates over reuse (large fall in materials being reclaimed)

• Little research into reuse of mass timber structural components

Recycling

• Perverse incentive to use wood waste for energy

• Limited recycling of panel board products (difficult to fibre length and glues)

• Issues with paint, laminates, melamine etc

• Wood is graded dependant upon quality for recycling 



1. Community wood recycling – e.g. 
Brighton & Hove

2. Timber based products such as 
raised access flooring e.g. RMFEco
range

3. Truly Reclaimed wood mark (Salvo)

Timber – examples 

1

2
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Other materials

 Plasterboard: difficult to reuse; not much from refurbishment and demolition goes 
back into manufacturing; some will get spread of land; some ‘disappears’; some to 
cement kilns; take back for new offcuts; recycled content is about 25% includes from 
FGD sources

 Insulation: a few examples of reuse e.g. but limited; some take back of mineral 
wool but limited; most sent to energy recovery and/or landfill

 Plastics: established scheme for recovery of vinyl (PVC – windows) and floors; 
most go to energy from waste; some recycling of plastic packaging e.g. paint pots; 
film likely to go to energy from waste

 Carpet: established routes for reuse of carpet tiles (if good condition), recycling is 
limited but some manufacturers take back; recycling depends on carpet type – some 
used for crumb e.g. equestrian surfaces

 Lighting: treated as WEEE waste; more manufacturers offering leasing, take back 
and remanufactured products but most lighting is downcycled (and fittings); 
fluorescent lighting is hazardous waste



LINK – Investigating 
the Use of AI to 
Facilitate Reuse in 
Fit-Outs

 18 month project, funded by Innovate 

UK, to investigate the use of artificial 

intelligence and machine learning to 

encourage the reuse of materials from 

fit-outs

 The partners are Reusefully, FIS, the 

University of Hertfordshire, Rasuta

Technologies and Nazir Associates

 Development focuses on image 

recognition technology and a mobile 

app linked to a material reuse platform

 Contributions welcome!



Thank you

Katherine Adams and Gilli Hobbs, Reusefully Ltd

www.reusefully.co.uk; katherine@reusefully.co.uk; gilli@reusefully.co.uk

http://www.reusefully.co.uk/
mailto:katherine@reuefully.co.uk
mailto:gilli@reusefully.co.uk
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Low carbon fit-out



BUILT WITH:

PERSONALITY



Penelope McCallum 

Environment Manager 

BW

penny.mccallum@wearebw.com



LOW CARBON FIT OUT

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

BW

Project Approach

https://bwatwood.edublogs.org/preventing-info-overload/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


BW COMPANY – PATH TO NET ZERO

We have set a long -term goal of being Net Zero by 2030

We have minimal Scope 1 & 2

Currently verifying our targets through the SBTi

Measuring all site emissions



Our approach is to minimise impact on our supply chain

Understand our largest out puts

BREEAM compliance

IT BRINGS NEW PROBLEMS!

IT BRINGS NEW OPPORTUNITIES!



WHAT NEXT?
• 80% OF London’s office buildings have an EPC of E

• MEES Regulations require an uplift to B by 2030

• There is a risk of stranded assets if retrofit is not undertaken

• Address the performance gap

• Engage construction at an earlier stage

• Look at WLC and offset

• Follow the UKGBC roadmap to Net Zero



Adam Strudwick
Principal, Corporate Interiors, 
Perkins&Will

Re-use and the potential for 
urban mining



Sustainability in the Finishes and 
Interiors Sector

07/09/21



Our pledge
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The UK produced

830 megatons of 
CO2 last year, including 
imports.

You would need the equivalent of 
830 million trees to absorb that amount of 
carbon from the atmosphere.
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The built environment 
alone is responsible for 
40% of the UK’s total 
carbon footprint.

Fit out is responsible for 40% of energy in a 
building, and 300 tonnes of fit out goes to 
landfill every day
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The UK Government 
requires all greenhouse 
gas emissions to be net-
zero by 2050.

All new buildings must operate at net zero 
carbon by 2030.

Every building must operate at net zero carbon 
by 2050
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Everybody needs to be involved

Investors Developers Occupiers

Designers Supply Chain
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Circular design is adaptable at its heart.

Organisation's need adaptability at their hearts.
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Design for disassembly.

Reversible design.
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Circular design is adaptable at its heart.

Organisation's need adaptability at their hearts.
Buildings as material banks.



Component driven
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Circular design is adaptable at its heart.

Organisation's need adaptability at their hearts.

Towards a new aesthetic



Measuring



Measuring
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Circularity

Recycle Reuse
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Design for disassembly



Waste



Now



Now



Focus on re-designing 
the process, not the 
products



Design

Industry
change

The system of the 
global construction 
industry needs to be 

redesigned if Net Zero 
Carbons targets are to 

be met. 



We need to develop an industry 
that makes and manages resources 
in a way that is intrinsically circular



My 6 year old son tells 
me glass buildings are 
bad, but we shouldn’t 
use wood as it means 
cutting down trees.



Panel Debate
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